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Assembly Language for x86 Processors, 6/e is ideal for undergraduate courses in assembly
language programming and introductory courses in computer systems and computer
architecture. Written specifically for the Intel/Windows/DOS platform, this complete and fully
updated study of assembly language teaches students to write and debug programs at the
machine level. Based on the Intel processor family, the text simplifies and demystifies concepts
that students need to grasp before they can go on to more advanced computer architecture
and operating systems courses. Students put theory into practice through writing software at
the machine level, creating a memorable experience that gives them the confidence to work in
any OS/machine-oriented environment. Proficiency in one other programming language,
preferably Java, C, or C++, is recommended.
This book has been designed for the course on Microprocessors and Multicore systems '
offered to CSE Students of JNTU Kakinada. It strives to study the x86 family architecture
based on the architecture of the elementary processor, i.e. the 8086.
An introductory text to computer architecture, this comprehensive volume covers the concepts
from logic gates to advanced computer architecture. It comes with a full spectrum of exercises
and web-downloadable support materials, including assembler and simulator, which can be
used in the context of different courses. The authors also make available a hardware
description, which can be used in labs and assignments, for hands-on experimentation with an
actual, simple processor. This unique compendium is a useful reference for undergraduates,
graduates and professionals majoring in computer engineering, circuits and systems, software
engineering, biomedical engineering and aerospace engineering.
This book presents the use of a microprocessor-based digital system in our daily life. Its
bottom-up approach ensures that all the basic building blocks are covered before the
development of a real-life system. The ultimate goal of the book is to equip students with all the
fundamental building blocks as well as their integration, allowing them to implement the
applications they have dreamed up with minimum effort.
Digital Design and Computer Architecture: ARM Edition covers the fundamentals of digital logic
design and reinforces logic concepts through the design of an ARM microprocessor.
Combining an engaging and humorous writing style with an updated and hands-on approach to
digital design, this book takes the reader from the fundamentals of digital logic to the actual
design of an ARM processor. By the end of this book, readers will be able to build their own
microprocessor and will have a top-to-bottom understanding of how it works. Beginning with
digital logic gates and progressing to the design of combinational and sequential circuits, this
book uses these fundamental building blocks as the basis for designing an ARM processor.
SystemVerilog and VHDL are integrated throughout the text in examples illustrating the
methods and techniques for CAD-based circuit design. The companion website includes a
chapter on I/O systems with practical examples that show how to use the Raspberry Pi
computer to communicate with peripheral devices such as LCDs, Bluetooth radios, and
motors. This book will be a valuable resource for students taking a course that combines digital
logic and computer architecture or students taking a two-quarter sequence in digital logic and
computer organization/architecture. Covers the fundamentals of digital logic design and
reinforces logic concepts through the design of an ARM microprocessor. Features side-by-side
examples of the two most prominent Hardware Description Languages (HDLs)—SystemVerilog
and VHDL—which illustrate and compare the ways each can be used in the design of digital
systems. Includes examples throughout the text that enhance the reader’s understanding and
retention of key concepts and techniques. The Companion website includes a chapter on I/O
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systems with practical examples that show how to use the Raspberry Pi computer to
communicate with peripheral devices such as LCDs, Bluetooth radios, and motors. The
Companion website also includes appendices covering practical digital design issues and C
programming as well as links to CAD tools, lecture slides, laboratory projects, and solutions to
exercises.
The number of Android devices running on Intel processors has increased since Intel and
Google announced, in late 2011, that they would be working together to optimize future
versions of Android for Intel Atom processors. Today, Intel processors can be found in Android
smartphones and tablets made by some of the top manufacturers of Android devices, such as
Samsung, Lenovo, and Asus. The increase in Android devices featuring Intel processors has
created a demand for Android applications optimized for Intel Architecture: Android Application
Development for the Intel® Platform is the perfect introduction for software engineers and
mobile app developers. Through well-designed app samples, code samples and case studies,
the book teaches Android application development based on the Intel platform—including for
smartphones, tablets, and embedded devices—covering performance tuning, debugging and
optimization. This book is jointly developed for individual learning by Intel Software College and
China Shanghai JiaoTong University.
What’s the difference between an MP3 and an MP4? How is “electronic” different from
“digital”? Where, and what, is the “cell” in my cell phone? High Definition: An A to Z Guide to
Personal Technology provides answers to these and thousands of other questions about the
technology we live with and depend on. With more than 3,000 terms, this dictionary brings
together both the basic and the not-so-basic vocabularies of computers, phones, the Internet,
and other information technology found in houses, offices, backpacks, and pockets. Both the
non-technically minded and the tech-savvy will find the explanations and cross-references
helpful, clear, and interesting. The dictionary helps to decipher in straightforward and
accessible language the myriad of confusing terms associated with technology. Buyers can
bone up on the technical specifications of electronic products and why they matter. With more
than 500 abbreviations and acronyms, this is an indispensable reference in a world full of
technological shorthand. No other book on the market puts so much information about the
technology we use every day into one convenient and thorough volume.

The predominant language used in embedded microprocessors, assembly language
lets you write programs that are typically faster and more compact than programs
written in a high-level language and provide greater control over the program
applications. Focusing on the languages used in X86 microprocessors, X86 Assembly
Language and C Fundamentals explains how to write programs in the X86 assembly
language, the C programming language, and X86 assembly language modules
embedded in a C program. A wealth of program design examples, including the
complete code and outputs, help you grasp the concepts more easily. Where needed,
the book also details the theory behind the design. Learn the X86 Microprocessor
Architecture and Commonly Used Instructions Assembly language programming
requires knowledge of number representations, as well as the architecture of the
computer on which the language is being used. After covering the binary, octal,
decimal, and hexadecimal number systems, the book presents the general architecture
of the X86 microprocessor, individual addressing modes, stack operations, procedures,
arrays, macros, and input/output operations. It highlights the most commonly used X86
assembly language instructions, including data transfer, branching and looping, logic,
shift and rotate, and string instructions, as well as fixed-point, binary-coded decimal
(BCD), and floating-point arithmetic instructions. Get a Solid Foundation in a Language
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Commonly Used in Digital Hardware Written for students in computer science and
electrical, computer, and software engineering, the book assumes a basic background
in C programming, digital logic design, and computer architecture. Designed as a
tutorial, this comprehensive and self-contained text offers a solid foundation in
assembly language for anyone working with the design of digital hardware.
This second edition of The x86 Microprocessors has been revised to present the
hardware and software aspects of the subject in a logical and concise manner.
Designed for an undergraduate course on the 16-bit microprocessor and Pentium
processor, the book provides a detailed analysis of the x86 family architecture while
laying equal emphasis on its programming and interfacing attributes. The book also
covers 8051 Microcontroller and its applications completely.
This book outlines a set of issues that are critical to all of parallel
architecture--communication latency, communication bandwidth, and coordination of
cooperative work (across modern designs). It describes the set of techniques available
in hardware and in software to address each issues and explore how the various
techniques interact.
Intel® Xeon PhiTM Coprocessor Architecture and Tools: The Guide for Application
Developers provides developers a comprehensive introduction and in-depth look at the
Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor architecture and the corresponding parallel data structure
tools and algorithms used in the various technical computing applications for which it is
suitable. It also examines the source code-level optimizations that can be performed to
exploit the powerful features of the processor. Xeon Phi is at the heart of world’s
fastest commercial supercomputer, which thanks to the massively parallel computing
capabilities of Intel Xeon Phi processors coupled with Xeon Phi coprocessors attained
33.86 teraflops of benchmark performance in 2013. Extracting such stellar performance
in real-world applications requires a sophisticated understanding of the complex
interaction among hardware components, Xeon Phi cores, and the applications running
on them. In this book, Rezaur Rahman, an Intel leader in the development of the Xeon
Phi coprocessor and the optimization of its applications, presents and details all the
features of Xeon Phi core design that are relevant to the practice of application
developers, such as its vector units, hardware multithreading, cache hierarchy, and
host-to-coprocessor communication channels. Building on this foundation, he shows
developers how to solve real-world technical computing problems by selecting,
deploying, and optimizing the available algorithms and data structure alternatives
matching Xeon Phi’s hardware characteristics. From Rahman’s practical descriptions
and extensive code examples, the reader will gain a working knowledge of the Xeon
Phi vector instruction set and the Xeon Phi microarchitecture whereby cores execute
512-bit instruction streams in parallel.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International Conference on
Supercomputing, ISUM 2018, held in Mérida, Mexico, in March 2018. The 19 revised
full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 64 submissions. The
papers are organized in topical sections on scheduling, architecture, and programming;
parallel computing; applications and HPC.
The new best thing Microprocessor. A microprocessor includes the purposes of a
computer's principal handling component (CPU) on a sole amalgamated track (IC),
either at nearly all a limited amalgamated circuits. All contemporary CPUs are
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microprocessors creating the micro- preface unnecessary. The microprocessor is a
Multipurpose, programmable implement that receives digital information like feed in,
actions it depending to commands kept in its retention, and delivers outcomes like yield.
It is an illustration of consecutive digital reasoning, as it has interior retention.
Microprocessors handle on numerals and signs constituted in the binary digit
configuration. There has never been a Microprocessor Guide like this. It contains 381
answers, much more than you can imagine; comprehensive answers and extensive
details and references, with insights that have never before been offered in print. Get
the information you need--fast! This all-embracing guide offers a thorough view of key
knowledge and detailed insight. This Guide introduces what you want to know about
Microprocessor. A quick look inside of some of the subjects covered: Atom N455 Silverthorne (microprocessor)Silverthorne (45 nm), Celeron 2955U - Merom
(microprocessor)#Merom-LMerom-L (ultra-low-voltage, 65 nm), Cell microprocessor Open source software development, Gainestown (microprocessor) - Gallatin,
Microprocessor - Firsts, X86 microprocessor - 256-bit, Celeron 743 - Arrandale
(microprocessor)Arrandale (Multi-chip packageMCP, 32 nm), Bonnell
(microarchitecture) - Lincroft microprocessor, Heat sink - Microprocessor cooling, CPU
cache - In x86 microprocessors, Microprocessor core - Architecture, Celeron 1007U Merom (microprocessor)#Merom-2MMerom-2M (standard-voltage, 65 nm), X86
microprocessor - Current implementations, Fujitsu - Microprocessors, Microprocessor CADC, Celeron 1007U - Conroe (microprocessor)#Conroe-CLConroe-CL (65 nm), and
much more...
This book covers all the aspects of computers starting from development of a computer
to it software. Hardwares, communication and many more. Since now a days
computers are finding its way into every home, business industry, corporate and
research activity, therefore the purpose of this book is to cover all the targeted
audiences including beginners, advance users, computer specialists and end users in a
best possible manner. After going through this book you will be to find out- If a
computer is needed by you or your organization. specification of the computer required
by you or your organization. How installation of the computer will benefit you or your
organisation. time for updation of your computer/ its hardware/ software. Basic as well
as advance know-how about computers, its softwares and hardwares. fast and easy
steps for better working.
Ayumi is a world-class shogi (Japanese chess) player who can’t be beaten—that is,
until she loses to a powerful computer called the Shooting Star. Ayumi vows to find out
everything she can about her new nemesis. Lucky for her, Yuu Kano, the genius
programmer behind the Shooting Star, is willing to teach her all about the inner
workings of the microprocessor—the “brain” inside all computers, phones, and gadgets.
Follow along with Ayumi in The Manga Guide to Microprocessors and you’ll learn
about: -How the CPU processes information and makes decision -How computers
perform arithmetic operations and store information -logic gates and how they’re used
in integrated circuits -the Key components of modern computers, including registers,
GPUs, and RAM -Assembly language and how it differs from high-level programming
languages Whether you’re a computer science student or just want to understand the
power of microprocessors, you’ll find what you need to know in The Manga Guide to
Microprocessors.
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Om hvordan mikroprocessorer fungerer, med undersøgelse af de nyeste
mikroprocessorer fra Intel, IBM og Motorola.
A no-nonsense, practical guide to current and future processor and computer
architectures, enabling you to design computer systems and develop better software
applications across a variety of domains Key Features Understand digital circuitry with
the help of transistors, logic gates, and sequential logic Examine the architecture and
instruction sets of x86, x64, ARM, and RISC-V processors Explore the architecture of
modern devices such as the iPhone X and high-performance gaming PCs Book
Description Are you a software developer, systems designer, or computer architecture
student looking for a methodical introduction to digital device architectures but
overwhelmed by their complexity? This book will help you to learn how modern
computer systems work, from the lowest level of transistor switching to the macro view
of collaborating multiprocessor servers. You'll gain unique insights into the internal
behavior of processors that execute the code developed in high-level languages and
enable you to design more efficient and scalable software systems. The book will teach
you the fundamentals of computer systems including transistors, logic gates, sequential
logic, and instruction operations. You will learn details of modern processor
architectures and instruction sets including x86, x64, ARM, and RISC-V. You will see
how to implement a RISC-V processor in a low-cost FPGA board and how to write a
quantum computing program and run it on an actual quantum computer. By the end of
this book, you will have a thorough understanding of modern processor and computer
architectures and the future directions these architectures are likely to take. What you
will learn Get to grips with transistor technology and digital circuit principles Discover
the functional elements of computer processors Understand pipelining and superscalar
execution Work with floating-point data formats Understand the purpose and operation
of the supervisor mode Implement a complete RISC-V processor in a low-cost FPGA
Explore the techniques used in virtual machine implementation Write a quantum
computing program and run it on a quantum computer Who this book is for This book is
for software developers, computer engineering students, system designers, reverse
engineers, and anyone looking to understand the architecture and design principles
underlying modern computer systems from tiny embedded devices to warehouse-size
cloud server farms. A general understanding of computer processors is helpful but not
required.
Since its commercialization in 1971, the microprocessor, a modern and integrated form
of the central processing unit, has continuously broken records in terms of its integrated
functions, computing power, low costs and energy saving status. Today, it is present in
almost all electronic devices. Sound knowledge of its internal mechanisms and
programming is essential for electronics and computer engineers to understand and
master computer operations and advanced programming concepts. This book in five
volumes focuses more particularly on the first two generations of microprocessors,
those that handle 4- and 8- bit integers. Microprocessor 1 – the first of five volumes –
presents the computation function, recalls the memory function and clarifies the
concepts of computational models and architecture. A comprehensive approach is
used, with examples drawn from current and past technologies that illustrate theoretical
concepts, making them accessible.
Microprocessors and Microcontrollers: For JNTU is designed for undergraduate
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courses on the 16-bit microprocessor, and specifically for the syllabus of JNTU-K. The
text comprehensively covers both the hardware and software aspects of the subject
with equal emphasis on architecture, programming and interfacing. All concepts are
presented with worked-out examples and programs.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop proceedings of the
Second International Symposium, SETE 2017, held in conjunction with ICWL 2017,
Cape Town, South Africa, in September 2017. The 52 full and 13 short papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 123 submissions. This symposium attempts to
provide opportunities for the crossfertilization of knowledge and ideas from researchers
in diverse fields that make up this interdisciplinary research area.
Praised by experts for its clarity and topical breadth, this visually appealing,
comprehensive source on PCs uses an easy-to-understand, step-by-step approach to
teaching the fundamentals of 80x86 assembly language programming and PC
architecture. This edition has been updated to include coverage of the latest 64-bit
microprocessor from Intel and AMD, the multi core features of the new 64-bit
microprocessors, and programming devices via USB ports. Offering readers a fun,
hands-on learning experience, the text uses the Debug utility to show what action the
instruction performs, then provides a sample program to show its application.
Reinforcing concepts with numerous examples and review questions, its oversized
pages delve into dozens of related subjects, including DOS memory map, BIOS,
microprocessor architecture, supporting chips, buses, interfacing techniques, system
programming, memory hierarchy, DOS memory management, tables of instruction
timings, hard disk characteristics, and more. For learners ready to master PC system
programming.
The X86 Microprocessors: Architecture And Programming (8086 To Pentium)Pearson
Education IndiaThe X86 MicroprocessorsArchitecture and Programming (8086 to
Pentium)The X86 Microprocessor, 2ePearson Education India
Keeping students on the forefront of technology, this text offers a practical reference to
all programming and interfacing aspects of the popular Intel microprocessor family.
Conceptual and precise, Modern Processor Design brings together numerous
microarchitectural techniques in a clear, understandable framework that is easily
accessible to both graduate and undergraduate students. Complex practices are
distilled into foundational principles to reveal the authors insights and hands-on
experience in the effective design of contemporary high-performance micro-processors
for mobile, desktop, and server markets. Key theoretical and foundational principles are
presented in a systematic way to ensure comprehension of important implementation
issues. The text presents fundamental concepts and foundational techniques such as
processor design, pipelined processors, memory and I/O systems, and especially
superscalar organization and implementations. Two case studies and an extensive
survey of actual commercial superscalar processors reveal real-world developments in
processor design and performance. A thorough overview of advanced instruction flow
techniques, including developments in advanced branch predictors, is incorporated.
Each chapter concludes with homework problems that will institute the groundwork for
emerging techniques in the field and an introduction to multiprocessor systems.
Offering a carefully reviewed selection of over 50 papers illustrating the breadth and
depth of computer architecture, this text includes insightful introductions to guide
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readers through the primary sources.
Each topic is well explained by illustration and photographs. The book covers basic
microprocessors to advanced processors in a consistent progression from theoretical
concept to design considerations. The operation of various microprocessors is
described with the help of pin diagram, functional diagram and timing diagrams. A large
number of working programs, problem, and the each chapter are summarized in the
end.
Intelligent readers who want to build their own embedded computer systems-- installed
in everything from cell phones to cars to handheld organizers to refrigerators-- will find
this book to be the most in-depth, practical, and up-to-date guide on the market.
Designing Embedded Hardware carefully steers between the practical and
philosophical aspects, so developers can both create their own devices and gadgets
and customize and extend off-the-shelf systems. There are hundreds of books to
choose from if you need to learn programming, but only a few are available if you want
to learn to create hardware. Designing Embedded Hardware provides software and
hardware engineers with no prior experience in embedded systems with the necessary
conceptual and design building blocks to understand the architectures of embedded
systems. Written to provide the depth of coverage and real-world examples developers
need, Designing Embedded Hardware also provides a road-map to the pitfalls and
traps to avoid in designing embedded systems. Designing Embedded Hardware covers
such essential topics as: The principles of developing computer hardware Core
hardware designs Assembly language concepts Parallel I/O Analog-digital conversion
Timers (internal and external) UART Serial Peripheral Interface Inter-Integrated Circuit
Bus Controller Area Network (CAN) Data Converter Interface (DCI) Low-power
operation This invaluable and eminently useful book gives you the practical tools and
skills to develop, build, and program your own application-specific computers.
This book describes the architecture of microprocessors from simple in-order short
pipeline designs to out-of-order superscalars.

This lecture presents a study of the microarchitecture of contemporary
microprocessors. The focus is on implementation aspects, with discussions on
their implications in terms of performance, power, and cost of state-of-the-art
designs. The lecture starts with an overview of the different types of
microprocessors and a review of the microarchitecture of cache memories. Then,
it describes the implementation of the fetch unit, where special emphasis is made
on the required support for branch prediction. The next section is devoted to
instruction decode with special focus on the particular support to decoding x86
instructions. The next chapter presents the allocation stage and pays special
attention to the implementation of register renaming. Afterward, the issue stage is
studied. Here, the logic to implement out-of-order issue for both memory and nonmemory instructions is thoroughly described. The following chapter focuses on
the instruction execution and describes the different functional units that can be
found in contemporary microprocessors, as well as the implementation of the
bypass network, which has an important impact on the performance. Finally, the
lecture concludes with the commit stage, where it describes how the architectural
state is updated and recovered in case of exceptions or misspeculations. This
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lecture is intended for an advanced course on computer architecture, suitable for
graduate students or senior undergrads who want to specialize in the area of
computer architecture. It is also intended for practitioners in the industry in the
area of microprocessor design. The book assumes that the reader is familiar with
the main concepts regarding pipelining, out-of-order execution, cache memories,
and virtual memory. Table of Contents: Introduction / Caches / The Instruction
Fetch Unit / Decode / Allocation / The Issue Stage / Execute / The Commit Stage
/ References / Author Biographies
This book constitutes the proceedings of the SPEC Benchmark Workshop 2009
held in Austin, Texas, USA on January 25th, 2009. The 9 papers presented were
carefully selected and reviewed for inclusion in the book. The result is a collection
of high-quality papers discussing current issues in the area of benchmarking
research and technology. The topics covered are: benchmark suites, CPU
benchmarking, power/thermal benchmarking, and modeling and sampling
techniques.
This book is an introduction to computer architecture hardware and software,
presented in the context of the Intel x86 family. The x86 describes not only a line
of microprocessor chips dating back to 1978, but also an instruction set
architecture (ISA) that the chips implement. The chip families were built by Intel
and other manufacturers, and execute the same instructions, but in different
manners. The results are the same, arithmetically and logically, but may differ in
their timing. This book covers the Intel ISA-16 and ISA-32 architectures from the
8086/8088 to the Pentium, including the math coprocessors. A chart of ISA
processors is included.
Annotation The predominant language used in embedded microprocessors,
assembly language lets you write programs that are typically faster and more
compact than programs written in a high-level language and provide greater
control over the program applications. Focusing on the languages used in X86
microprocessors, X86 Assembly Language and C Fundamentals explains how to
write programs in the X86 assembly language, the C programming language, and
X86 assembly language modules embedded in a C program. A wealth of
program design examples, including the complete code and outputs, help you
grasp the concepts more easily. Where needed, the book also details the theory
behind the design. Learn the X86 Microprocessor Architecture and Commonly
Used Instructions Assembly language programming requires knowledge of
number representations, as well as the architecture of the computer on which the
language is being used. After covering the binary, octal, decimal, and
hexadecimal number systems, the book presents the general architecture of the
X86 microprocessor, individual addressing modes, stack operations, procedures,
arrays, macros, and input/output operations. It highlights the most commonly
used X86 assembly language instructions, including data transfer, branching and
looping, logic, shift and rotate, and string instructions, as well as fixed-point,
binary-coded decimal (BCD), and floating-point arithmetic instructions. Get a
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Solid Foundation in a Language Commonly Used in Digital Hardware Written for
students in computer science and electrical, computer, and software engineering,
the book assumes a basic background in C programming, digital logic design,
and computer architecture. Designed as a tutorial, this comprehensive and selfcontained text offers a solid foundation in assembly language for anyone working
with the design of digital hardware.
Android on x86: an Introduction to Optimizing for Intel® Architecture serves two
main purposes. First, it makes the case for adapting your applications onto
Intel’s x86 architecture, including discussions of the business potential, the
changing landscape of the Android marketplace, and the unique challenges and
opportunities that arise from x86 devices. The fundamental idea is that extending
your applications to support x86 or creating new ones is not difficult, but it is
imperative to know all of the technicalities. This book is dedicated to providing
you with an awareness of these nuances and an understanding of how to tackle
them. Second, and most importantly, this book provides a one-stop detailed
resource for best practices and procedures associated with the installation
issues, hardware optimization issues, software requirements, programming
tasks, and performance optimizations that emerge when developers consider the
x86 Android devices. Optimization discussions dive into native code, hardware
acceleration, and advanced profiling of multimedia applications. The authors
have collected this information so that you can use the book as a guide for the
specific requirements of each application project. This book is not dedicated
solely to code; instead it is filled with the information you need in order to take
advantage of x86 architecture. It will guide you through installing the Android
SDK for Intel Architecture, help you understand the differences and similarities
between processor architectures available in Android devices, teach you to
create and port applications, debug existing x86 applications, offer solutions for
NDK and C++ optimizations, and introduce the Intel Hardware Accelerated
Execution Manager. This book provides the most useful information to help you
get the job done quickly while utilizing best practices. What you’ll learnThe
development-relevant differences between Android on ARM and Android on Intel
x86 How to set up the SDK for an emulated Intel Android device How to build the
Android OS for the Intel Mobile Processor How to create new x86 based Android
applications, set up testing and performance tuning, and port existing Android
applications to work with the x86 processor How to debug problems they
encounter when working on the x86 Android test platform Intricacies of the Intel
Hardware Accelerated Execution Manager. The reader will also gain significant
insight into the OpenGL Android support. Who this book is for Android
developers Hardware designers who need to understand how Android will work
on their processorsCIOs and CEOs of technology-based companies IT staff who
may encounter or need to understand the issues New startup founders and
entrepreneurs Computer science students Table of ContentsChapter 1: History &
Evolution of Android OS Chapter 2: Mobile Device Applications – Uses and
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Trends Chapter 3: Why x86 on Android? Chapter 4: Android Development –
Business Overview andConsiderations Chapter 5: Android Devices with Intel
Processors Chapter 6: Installing the Android SDK for IntelApplication
Development Chapter 7: The Intel Mobile Processor Chapter 8: Creating and
Porting NDK-based AndroidApplications Chapter 9: Debugging Android Chapter
10: Performance Optimization for AndroidApplications on x86 Chapter 11: x86
NDK and C++ Optimizations Chapter 12: Intel Hardware Accelerated Execution
Manager Appendix: References
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